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國立臺南護理專科學校 102 學年度第二學期 一年級轉學考英文科試卷 

(試卷收回，答案請寫在電腦卡上) 

 

一、文意字彙 (每題 2 分，共 30 分) 

  1.(   ) It seems that nobody knows this _______ except you and me. 

(A) diet   (B) secret   (C) blood   (D) recall 

  2.(   ) Barbara likes to devise new _______ for teaching language. 

(A) minerals   (B) masks   (C) methods   (D) muscles 

  3.(   ) Practice makes _______. 

(A) equal   (B) unlucky   (C) due   (D) perfect 

  4.(   ) Sam's cruel _______ made Olivia cry. 

(A) names   (B) jokes   (C) initials   (D) potters 

  5.(   ) After the vigorous workout, every _______ in Claude's body ached.  

(A) muscle   (B) memory   (C) mineral   (D) mask 

  6.(   ) We are heading for the airport to see our _______ off. 

(A) buildings   (B) churches   (C) guests   (D) tickets 

  7.(   ) We need some _______, because it adds flavor, opportunity, and challenge to our lives. 

(A) dust   (B) stress   (C) organ   (D) routine 

  8.(   ) I can't _______ whether I turned off the iron; I'd better go home and check. 

(A) produce   (B) taste   (C) recall   (D) contact 

  9.(   ) For most people in Taiwan, _______ control is no longer such a taboo subject. 

(A) birth   (B) couple   (C) initial   (D) clay 

 10.(   ) The exhaust _______ by cars and motorcycles pollutes the air. 

(A) tasted   (B) contacted   (C) recalled   (D) produced 

 11.(   ) Even though a couple of lawmakers raised objections, the _______ was passed. 

(A) bill   (B) lottery   (C) manner   (D) service 

 12.(   ) Young people today are used to sending _______ not by post, but by e-mail. 

(A) foundation   (B) detection   (C) production   (D) information 

 13.(   ) Mr. King left Taipei for Beijing so that he could learn simplified Chinese _______ in addition to traditional 

ones. 

(A) promises   (B) matches   (C) characters   (D) clay 

 14.(   ) I'll never get used to sharing secrets with a person of the _______ sex. 

(A) opposite   (B) mental   (C) various   (D) sincere 

 15.(   ) All the candidates are excellent, so some fierce competition is _______. 

(A) pressed   (B) expected   (C) collected   (D) contacted 

 

二、語法測驗  (每題 2 分，共 20 分) 

 16.(   ) After _______ his coffee and dessert, Justine gestured to the waiter for the bill. 

(A) finishing   (B) finish   (C) finished   (D) finishes 

 17.(   ) I _______ the chicken burning. 

(A) smelled   (B) looked   (C) felt   (D) sounded 

 18.(   ) How about _______ another guitar to the band? 

(A) addition   (B) adds   (C) adding   (D) add 

 19.(   ) Every time I visit my grandmother she makes me _______ in her garden. 

(A) worked   (B) working   (C) work   (D) works 

 20.(   ) The trip to Kenting was not as _______ as I had expected. 

(A) many fun   (B) much fun   (C) much funny   (D) many funny 
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 21.(   ) I have all my deposit spent. There is not _______ a cent in my account. 

(A) very   (B) lot   (C) even   (D) so 

 22.(   ) A good teacher never makes his/her students _______ inadequate. 

(A) feel   (B) feeling   (C) felt   (D) feels 

 23.(   ) Although now deserted, this place _______ a very beautiful castle hundreds of years ago. 

(A) have been   (B) might have been   (C) will be   (D) might been 

 24.(   ) I am thrilled that _______ a famous writer is coming to speak at our school. 

(A) as   (B) such   (C) very   (D) so 

 25.(   ) Many people say they will never _______ seeing the plane crash into the Twin Towers on September 11, 2001. 

(A) make   (B) forget   (C) stop   (D) let 

 

三、綜合測驗 (每題 2 分，共 30 分) 

     （26-30）In the modern world, there are various ways for people to find their ideal love. __26__, online dating is 

quite popular right now. With the popularity of the Internet, it is no wonder that people would turn to the virtual world to 

__27__ for love. However, there are certain dangers hiding behind the online dating. People cannot really know who they 

are dating. It means that people cannot actually know each other's __28__. In a situation like this, you have no way to 

make sure __29__ you are dating someone who is __30__ or not. Therefore, in terms of online dating, people should be 

always watchful. 

(   ) 26.(A) One way or another   (B) Before long   (C) As far as   (D) For instance 

(   ) 27.(A) search   (B) define   (C) lose   (D) regard 

(   ) 28.(A) violence   (B) essence   (C) purity   (D) warmth 

(   ) 29.(A) or   (B) with   (C) and   (D) whether 

(   ) 30.(A) violent   (B) metaphorical   (C) warm   (D) incomplete 

 

(31-40) Judy and Dave were surfing the Internet for information about food. They decided to go to a restaurant on 

the __31__ of a gourmet website. However, the moment they stepped __32__ the restaurant was the beginning of a 

disastrous meal.  

     The restaurant didn't accept __33__ and most of the seats were __34__. Judy and Dave waited __35__ a long time 

and were eventually led to the table closest to the washroom. They __36__ uncomfortable but still stayed, remaining 

patient. A waiter approached to __37__ their order. But the __38__ was terribly slow. They drank __39__ tap water 

before the dishes were finally __40__. And they didn't enjoy the cold salmon, tough steaks and cold coffee. As they left 

the restaurant, they decided to post an article on their own blog with the title "Don't Trust the Gourme". 

(   ) 31.(A) service   (B) bakery   (C) gesture   (D) recommendation 

(   ) 32.(A) down   (B) into   (C) on   (D) for 

(   ) 33.(A) orders   (B) reservations   (C) phones   (D) gestures 

(   ) 34.(A) taken   (B) took   (C) seated   (D) ordered 

(   ) 35.(A) in   (B) on   (C) for   (D) while 

(   ) 36.(A) felt   (B) fell   (C) sounded   (D) looked 

(   ) 37.(A) make   (B) write   (C) take   (D) serve 

(   ) 38.(A) gesture   (B) service   (C) recommendation   (D) seat 

(   ) 39.(A) many glasses of   (B) much glass   (C) glass   (D) many cup 

(   ) 40.(A) arrived   (B) taken   (C) ordered   (D) served 

 

四、閱讀測驗 (每題 2 分，共 20 分) 

    (41~45) Skin cancer, although it seems harmless, can be quite deadly if it is not treated early. Cancer develops when 

the DNA in cells become damaged beyond repair. This damage causes the cells to grow and divide at an uncontrollable 

rate. When this damage occurs in the skin and the skin cells grow and divide uncontrollably, it is called skin cancer. The 

damaged cells continue to multiply and eventually become a tumor. Sun exposure seems to be the main reason why skin 

cancer develops. The American Cancer Society has stated that most of the one million cases of skin cancer diagnosed 

each year could have been prevented with proper sun protection. 
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(   )41. Skin cancer  _______. (Choose a wrong answer.) 

(A) is deadly if not treated early               (B) develops when DNA repairs itself 

(C) occurs when the cells grow uncontrollably    (D) may cause a tumor 

(   )42. The word "multiply" is similar to _______. 

(A) reduce   (B) crease   (C) decrease   (D) increase 

(   )43. What is meant by "beyond repair"? 

(A) Something that can't be repaired.         (B) Something that can be repaired soon. 

(C) Something that can be repair by itself.     (D) Something that can be repaired in time. 

(   )44. Most of the cases of skin cancer can be prevented if _______. 

(A) the skin cells grow and divide uncontrollably    (B) people have protection against sun exposure 

(C) DNA is damaged beyond repair               (D) skin cancer is not caught in time 

(   )45. According to this article, which of the following is FALSE? 

(A) Skin cancer can be prevented with proper sun protection. 

(B) Sun exposure is the main reason why skin cancer develops. 

(C) Skin cancer makes the skin and the cells grow and divide controllably. 

(D) The American Cancer Society suggests that people use sun protection. 

 

(46~50) In the United States, size zero is a women's clothing size, roughly equivalent to a size four in the UK or a 

size 32-34 in the rest of Europe. It is considered to be a very small size. Recently, in the European fashion industry, size 

zero has come to be regarded as a strictly negative concept and has received a lot of bad publicity. 

     In Spain in 2006, the organizers of Madrid Fashion Week banned the participation of models who had a body mass 

index (BMI) of less than 18, which more or less corresponds to size zero. A person's BMI is their weight-to-height ratio, 

and a BMI of less than 18 is perceived as unhealthy by the World Health Organization (WHO). 

     There has been much debate concerning the possible effects on easily influenced teenagers of the use of 

underweight models by the fashion industry. The wish to attain a size zero has been linked to health conditions such as 

anorexia nervosa. In order to become so thin, many young women have to lose a lot of weight, and that is where serious 

problems may begin. 

     Not long ago, a model called Luisel Ramos, aged 22, died of a heart attack after trying to live on just Diet Coke and 

lettuce leaves. Her death was blamed on inadequate nutrition and, indirectly, the size zero trend. Brazilian model Ana 

Caroline Reston also died after suffering from anorexia nervosa. She had tried to lose weight by eating only apples and 

tomatoes. 

(   ) 46. What does the passage tell us about size zero? 

(A) It is smaller in the US than in Europe.     (B) It is about the same as a size 4 in England. 

(C) It only exists outside the United States.    (D) It is the smallest size in Europe and the UK. 

(   ) 47. People in the fashion industry think size zero _______. 

(A) is the best size for a model        (B) is not a healthy size to be 

(C) should be changed to size four.     (D) makes women look too tall 

(   ) 48. A person's body mass index refers to _______. 

(A) the size of clothing that they should wear     (B) their weight when they reach age 18 

(C) their weight in relation to their height        (D) their weight in relation to the average 

(   ) 49. Why has the fashion industry received criticism? 

(A) It has encouraged unhealthy behavior.       (B) It won't employ size zero models. 

(C) Most of its models are too large.           (D) It causes teenagers to spend too much. 

(   ) 50. We can infer that Luisel Ramos and Ana Caroline Reston? 

(A) did not want to lose weight         (B) had a BMI of more than 18 

(C) worked for the WHO              (D) suffered from anorexia 

 

 

 


